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Abstract

Computer agents are increasingly deployed in settings in
which they make decisions with people, such as electronic
commerce, collaborative interfaces, and cognitive assistants.
However, the scientific evaluation of computational strategies
for human-computer decision-making is a costly process, in-
volving time, effort and personnel. This paper investigates the
use of Peer Designed Agents (PDA)—computer agents devel-
oped by human subjects—as a tool for facilitating the evalua-
tion process of automatic negotiators that were developed by
researchers. It compares the performance between automatic
negotiators that interacted with PDAs to automatic negotia-
tors that interacted with actual people in different domains.
The experiments included more than 300 human subjects and
50 PDAs developed by students. Results showed that the
automatic negotiators outperformed PDAs in the same situa-
tions in which they outperformed people, and that on average,
they exhibited the same measure of generosity towards their
negotiation partners. These patterns occurred for all types of
domains, and for all types of automated negotiators, despite
the fact that there were individual differences between the be-
havior of PDAs and people. The study thus provides an em-
pirical proof that PDAs can alleviate the evaluation process
of automatic negotiators, and facilitate their design.

Introduction
Heterogeneous group activities in which people and comput-
ers interact are becoming increasingly prevalent. Examples
of group activities in which computer systems participate in-
clude on-line auctions, assistive care, and military systems.
In particular, the design of automated negotiators that can
proficiently negotiate with people is receiving growing at-
tention in AI.

Expert Designed Negotiators (EDNs) have been devel-
oped for a variety of purposes, whether as autonomous ac-
tors (Gal et al., 2004; Katz and Kraus, 2006), as proxies for
individual people and organizations (Traum et al., 2008), or
as a training tool (Fleming et al., 2009; Olsen, 1997; Lin and
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Kraus, 2010). The evaluation process of automated negotia-
tors is a critical aspect of their design process. Traditionally,
this task is done by measuring the performance of EDNs
when interacting with actual people. For a recent survey of
that describes studies that evaluate automatic agents that ne-
gotiate with people, see Lin and Kraus (2010).

Using people for the evaluation purposes is costly in terms
of time, effort and money, making for a difficult task for re-
searchers. The traditional view was that people cannot be
replaced in the evaluation process, because of their diverse
behavior that is affected by cognitive, social and cultural fac-
tors (Lax and Sebenius, 1992; Camerer, 2003).

This paper suggests a new paradigm for evaluating EDNs
by comparing their performance to that of computer agents
that were designed by other people, called Peer Designed
Agents (PDA). We hypothesized that the aggregate perfor-
mance of PDAs would reflect that of people, and EDNs that
negotiate successfully with PDAs would also negotiate suc-
cessfully with people.

This paradigm was inspired by the “strategy method”
commonly used in behavioral economics, which is an ex-
perimental methodology that elicits from people a complete
strategy specification. People state their actions for every
possible situation that may arise in their interaction (Offer-
man, Potters, and Verbon, 2001; Selten, Mitzkewitz, and
Uhlich, 1997; Selten et al., 2003). The assumption behind
this method is that people are able to effectively encapsulate
their own strategies if they are properly motivated, monetar-
ily or otherwise.

The strategy method has also begun to be used within ar-
tificial intelligence research (Chalamish, Sarne, and Kraus,
2008; Rosenfeld and Kraus, 2009) and in electronic com-
merce applications such as eBay, where people can design
automatic bidders to represent themselves in negotiation. As
we will show in this paper, PDAs can represent the negoti-
ation preferences of diverse types of people, and their use
has the potential of alleviating some of the need for people
in the evaluation of automated negotiators.

This study includes results from extensive experiments in-
volving more than 300 human subjects and 50 PDAs. The
experiments involved negotiations of people that interact
with other people, people that interact with PDAs and people
that interact with EDNs. The experiments were conducted
in two different negotiation settings that simulate real-world



scenarios that require negotiators to reach agreement about
the exchange of resources in order to complete their goals.

Results show that PDAs can be used as a mechanism for
evaluating automated negotiators that reflects on the behav-
ior of people, as well as to fine-tune and improve the strategy
of the automated negotiators. In particular, EDNs were able
to outperform people in our experiments in the same situa-
tions in which EDNs were able to outperform PDAs. These
results suggest that PDAs can be used to better determine the
proficiency of an automated negotiator when matched with
people, as well as to compare between the performance of
different EDNs and their effects on human behavior. Thus,
this paper directly contributes to research on agent-design
for human-computer negotiation by facilitating the evalua-
tion process of automated negotiators.

Related Work
A straightforward approach for evaluating or design-
ing EDNs that should negotiate with people could have
been using agents that use pre-defined strategies such as
equilibrium- or heuristic-based agents. However, results
from social sciences suggest that people do not follow equi-
librium strategies (Erev and Roth, 1998; McKelvey and Pal-
frey, 1992; Camerer, 2003). Moreover, when playing with
humans, the equilibrium strategy may not be optimal (Tver-
sky and Kahneman, 1981). Recent works have adapted au-
tomated agents to incorporate heuristics that can capture de-
viations from equilibrium. For example, Kraus et al. (2008)
observed that human players do not necessarily negotiate ac-
cording to equilibrium strategies and their automated agent
was able to achieve better performance after adding heuris-
tics that allowed it to deviate from the equilibrium path.
Hence, matching automated negotiators with other auto-
mated agents that follow equilibrium or other game theory
paradigms cannot reflect on the proficiency of the negotia-
tors when negotiating with people.

Grosz et al. (2004) experimented with people designing
agents for a game called Colored Trails. They observed that
when people design agents, they do not always follow equi-
librium strategies. Moreover, in their analysis they showed
that people demonstrated more helpfulness, which led to
higher scores, than their designed agents. Chalamish, Sarne,
and Kraus (2008) report on large-scale experiments in which
people programmed agents which were shown to success-
fully capture their strategy in a set of simple games. They
conclude that peer designed agents can be used instead of
people in some cases. In another settings, Rosenfeld and
Kraus (2009) report on experiments done with PDAs de-
signed for optimization problems. Based on the experiments
they conclude that theories of bounded rationality can be
used to better simulate people’s behavior. Our paper ex-
tends these works to a richer strategy space, and directly
compares the extent to which people’s performance against
EDNs matches the performance of PDAs against EDNs.

The use of PDAs is directly related to the strategy method
used in behavioral economics, in that subjects need to spec-
ify an action for every possible situation that may occur
in the negotiation process (Offerman, Potters, and Verbon,
2001; Selten, Mitzkewitz, and Uhlich, 1997; Selten et al.,

2003). This is essentially a look-up table that matches an
action to each possible history in the interaction. However,
PDAs differ from the strategy method in that the strategy
they prescribe may be the result of algorithms and computa-
tional processes.

Finally, we note that important differences exist between
designing an automated agent that can successfully negoti-
ate with a human counterpart and designing an automated
agent to negotiate with other automated agents. PDAs have
been studied in settings such as the Trading Agent Com-
petition for Supply Chain Management (TAC SCM) (TAC
Team, 2001) and Robocup (Asada et al., 1998) in which
agents were designed to interact with other computer agents.
This is the first work that studies the use of PDAs to evaluate
EDNs for negotiating with people.

Problem Description
We consider two different settings of bilateral negotiation in
which participants, either automated negotiators or people,
negotiate to reach an agreement on conflicting issues.

The first setting involved a multi-issue negotiation setting
in which participants engage in repeated negotiation rounds
in which they can propose an agreement which consists of
values for a subset or all of the issues in the negotiation. The
negotiation protocol proceeds as follows: At each time pe-
riod each participant can propose a possible agreement for
some subset of the issues (see Figure 1), and the other par-
ticipant can either accept the offer, reject it or opt out. The
protocol is an extension of the classic alternating offers pro-
tocol of Osborne and Rubinstein (1994, p. 118-121) to sup-
port partial agreements as well as an opting-out option. The
setting was described to people using one of two possible
scenarios: an employer and an employee negotiating over
terms of a job contract, or as a diplomatic negotiation pro-
cess between two countries.

The negotiation terminates when one of the following
holds: (a) the negotiators reach agreement for all of the is-
sues, (b) one of the participants opts out, thus forcing the
termination of the negotiation with an default outcome, or
(c) a predefined deadline is reached, whereby, if a partial
agreement is reached it is implemented or, if no agreement
is reached, a status quo outcome is implemented. The util-
ity for participants depends on the agreement and the time
period in which it was reached.

We assume that there is a finite set of negotiator types
and that negotiators do not know each other’s types. These
types are associated with different additive utility functions
(e.g., one type might have a long term orientation regarding
the final agreement, while the other type might have a more
constrained orientation). Each agent is given its exact utility
function. The negotiators are aware of the set of possible
types of the opponent.

In this setting we experimented with two EDNs called the
KBAgent and the QOAgent which have been shown to nego-
tiate proficiently with people (Oshrat, Lin, and Kraus, 2009;
Lin et al., 2008). Both agents combine instance-based learn-
ing with non-classical decision-making methods to negoti-
ating with people.



Figure 1: Bilateral Negotiation: Generating offers screen.

The second negotiation setting involved playing the Col-
ored Trails (CT) game (Grosz et al., 2004) which is a gen-
eral negotiation test-bed that provides an analogy to task-
settings in the real-world.1 CT is played on a board of col-
ored squares. Players are issued colored chips and are re-
quired to move from their initial square to a designated goal
square. To move to an adjacent square, a player must turn in
a chip of the same color as the square. Players must negoti-
ate with each other to obtain chips needed to reach the goal
square (see Figure 2). Each participant obtains a score at
the end of the game that is computed as follows: 100 points
are given for reaching the goal square and 10 points bonus
are given for each chip left for each agent at the end of the
game. If the player did not reach the goal, 15 points penalty
are given for each square from its final position to the goal
square. Note that in this game, the performance of the agent
does not depend on the outcome of the other player. Agree-
ments are not enforceable, allowing players to promise chips
but not transferring them. In addition, each player can see
the entire game board.

The simulation environment we used in this setting is
adaptable such that different variations of the game can be
set. The size of the board, number and color of total chips
and chips given to each player can be changed. The auto-
mated agents can play both sides in the game, while the hu-
man counterpart accesses the game via a web address. The
game itself is split into turns, where each turn is divided to
a negotiation phase, a transfer phase and a movement phase.
In the negotiation phase the players can request or promise
to send chips. Then, in the transfer phase, the players choose
the extent to which they meet their commitments by decid-
ing the amount of chips to send. This might result in one
agent sending the promised chips in return to be given other
chips, while the other agent fails to deliver. In the movement
phase, the players can choose to move to adjacent squares,
given they have the required colored chips. The game termi-

1Colored Trails is Free Software and can be downloaded at
http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/ai/ct

(a) Board Panel

(b) Chip Display Panel (showing the chips in
the possession of both participants)

Figure 2: Snapshots of Colored Trails GUI

nates when either side reaches the goal square or if any of
the player have not moved in three consecutive turns.

The EDN that was used, called the Personality and Utility
Rule Based (PURB) agent combined a social utility function
that represented the behavioral traits of other participants, as
well as a rule-based mechanism that used the utility function
to make decisions in the negotiation process.

Empirical Methodology
The following experiments were performed to answer two
fundamental questions: (a) whether the behavior of EDNs
negotiating with PDAs reflects their behavior negotiating
with people, and (b) whether PDAs can be used in lieu of
people to compare the behavior of different EDNs. We begin
by describing the settings which were used in the different
experiments and then continue to describe the experimental
methodology and results.

The Negotiation Settings
Two different settings were used (for complete descriptions
refer to Lin et al. (2008)). The first setting was a Job Can-
didate domain. In this domain, a negotiation takes place
between an employer and a job candidate. In the negoti-
ation both the employer and the job candidate needed to
formalize the hiring terms and conditions of the applicant.
In this scenario, five different attributes are negotiable with
a total of 1,296 possible agreements that exist. The sec-
ond domain involved reaching an agreement between Eng-
land and Zimbabwe evolving from the World Health Orga-
nization’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control, the



world’s first public health treaty. In this domain, 4 different
attributes are under negotiation, resulting with a total of 576
possible agreements.

In both domains status quo agreement was implemented
if an agreement was not reached by a certain deadline. In
addition, time also has an impact and the sides might lose
or gain as time progresses. In the Job candidate domain
both sides lose as time progresses, while in the England-
Zimbabwe domain, England gains while Zimbabwe loses as
time progresses. Also, each side can choose to opt out of
the negotiation at any time. As there is also incomplete in-
formation in each domain, we assume that there are three
possible types of agents for each role. These types are asso-
ciated with different additive utility functions. The different
types are characterized as ones with short-term orientation
regarding the final agreement, long-term and a compromis-
ing orientation.

For the CT game we used a 7× 5 board. There were two
types of board games that were used: (a) asymmetric and (b)
symmetric. In each game the same 7 × 5 board was used.
Each game differed by the ability of each player to reach
the goal square with or without the assistance of the other
player. The asymmetric game was characterized by one of
the player having 15 chips and being dependant of the other
player and needed to exchange chips in order to reach the
goal square, while the other player had 24 chips and was in-
dependent of its counterpart, and thus could reach the goal
square without doing any exchange. The symmetric game,
on the other hand, was characterized by the two players hav-
ing 24 chips and being dependent and needing each other’s
chips to reach the goal square.

We ran an extensive set of simulations, consisting of more
than 300 human negotiators and more than 50 PDAs. The
human negotiators were current or former computer science
undergraduate and graduate students. Each subject served
only one specific role in the negotiations (e.g., in the bilateral
negotiations either the employer role or the job candidate
one, and in the CT game either the dependent player or the
independent player). Prior to the experiments, the subjects
were given identical instructions regarding the experiment
and the domain. The subjects were instructed to achieve the
best possible agreement. They were told that performance in
the game depended on their own score but not on the score
of the other participant.

The PDAs were automated negotiators designed by dif-
ferent people than the ones that played the EDNs. The stu-
dents were given a task to implement an automated agent
for a given negotiation setting. Students did not take a prior
course in decision- or game-theory. The implementation was
done in the same setting as the people who played the EDNs.
The students were provided skeleton classes and APIs to
facilitate the implementation of their agents. This also al-
lowed them to focus on the strategy and the behavior of the
agent, and eliminate the need to implement the communi-
cation protocol or the negotiation protocol. In addition, it
provided them with a simulation environment in which they
could test the agent strategies that they developed.

Results and Discussion
The goal of the experiments was to analyze whether the
strategy method of PDAs can be used to replace people in
the evaluation process of EDNs designed to negotiate profi-
ciently with people. In addition, we wanted to find whether
this method can also be used to evaluate and compare differ-
ent automated negotiators and obtain from it which will be a
more proficient negotiator with people.

Evaluating EDNs when Matched with PDAs versus when
Matched with People We begin by examining the final
outcomes in each experimental setting. Table 1 summarizes
the average performance achieved by each side in each ex-
periment for the Job candidate and England-Zimbabwe do-
mains, while Table 2 summarizes the average performance
in the CT game. All results are statistically significant within
the p < 0.05 range.

The first question we address relates to the evaluation of
the performance of EDNs and people and whether one can
take people out of this evaluation loop. More precisely, we
see whether the comparison between the play of PDAs ver-
sus EDNs with PDAs versus PDAs is similar to the compar-
ison between people versus people and people versus EDN
negotiations (as had been done, for example, by Lin et al.
(2008); Oshrat, Lin, and Kraus (2009)).

When the KBAgent negotiated with PDAs it was able to
achieve higher utility values than the average of the PDAs
matched against themselves (lines (1),(2) in Table 1). This
is also consistent with the KBAgent’s achievements when
matched with people (lines (3),(4) in Table 1). Similarly,
when the QOAgent negotiated with PDAs it was able to
achieve higher utility values than the average of the PDAs
when matched against themselves (lines (2),(5) in Table 1).
This was consistent with the QOAgent’s achievements when
matched with people (lines (4),(6) in Table 1), with one ex-
ception: in the employer role, the QOAgent outperformed
PDA, but did not outperform people in the same role.

In the CT game, results were consistent with the pattern
described above: When the PURB agent played in the sym-
metric settings and in the asymmetric game as the indepen-
dent role, the performance achieved by the EDN were higher
than the average utilities of the PDAs. When it played the
dependent role in the asymmetric game, its performance was
lower than the average utility of the PDAs (lines (1),(2) in
Table 2). The same pattern is apparent when comparing the
PURB’s utility when playing with people and the average
utilities of people playing with one another (lines (3),(4) in
Table 2).

Interestingly, the performance of two EDNs (the KBAgent
and the QOAgent) when matched with PDAs indicated
whom will perform better when matched with people. The
KBAgent was shown to perform better when matched with
people than the QOAgent (lines (3),(6) in Table 1). In three
out of the four sides in the two domains, this is also re-
flected when they were matched with the PDAs, with the
KBAgent achieving higher utility scores than the QOAgent
(lines (1),(5) in Table 1).

To summarize, the experimental results confirmed the hy-
pothesis that in conditions where an EDN outperform PDAs,



Job Can. Eng-Zim
Domain Domain

uemployer ujob can ueng uzim

(1) KBAgent vs. PDAs 437.7 415.8 720.0 -14.5
(2) PDAs vs. PDAs 368.2 355.1 251.8 -83.7
(3) KBAgent vs. People 472.8 482.7 620.5 181.8
(4) People vs. People 423.8 328.9 314.4 -160.0
(5) QOAgent vs. PDAs 466.1 396.8 663.4 -36.5
(6) QOAgent vs. People 417.4 397.8 384.9 35.3

Table 1: Performance in the bilateral negotiation.

Asymmetric Symmetric
game game

uindependent udependent udependent

(1) PURB vs. PDAs 180.53 35.00 131.36
(2) PDAs vs. PDAs 178.38 45.25 111.48
(3) PURB vs. People 187.08 81.94 157.83
(4) People vs. People 181.45 97.26 130.67

Table 2: Performance in the CT game.

the EDN will also outperform people. In addition, we
showed that our results could also be used to compare be-
tween different EDNs and reflect on their proficiency when
matched with people.

We also compared the extent to which the EDNs and
PDAs exhibited similar behavioral traits during negotiation,
such as generosity and selfishness. We say that an agent is
generous if it proposes an offer which utility is higher than
the previous offer it proposed for the other side, regardless
of its value for the proposing agents. Similarly, we say that
an agent is selfish if it proposes an offer which increases its
own utility while decreasing the other side’s utility, as com-
pared to the previous proposal. We found that both EDNs
exhibited similar behavioral traits when they were matched
with PDAs, as compared to when they were matched with
people generosity (selfishness) rates of 88% (5.9%) for the
KBAgent as compared to 85% (11.3%) of the QOAgent when
matched with people and 88% (5.56%) as compared to 71%
(22.83%) when matched with PDAs).
Evaluating the Performance and Behavior of People ver-
sus PDAs On an individual basis, it has been shown that
PDAs negotiate differently than people (e.g., Grosz et al.
(2004); Rosenfeld and Kraus (2009)), yet our experiments
indicated that in the aggregate, PDAs can reflect on the re-
sults when the EDNs are matched with people. We exam-
ined the pattern of behavior demonstrated by people and
PDAs when matched with the EDNs. Due to space lim-
itation we only present the results on one of the domains
and negotiation’s sides, the results are similar in the other
domains and sides. Figure 3 compares the performance
achieved by PDAs and people when matched with the EDNs
in the job candidate domain when playing the role of the
employer, while Figure 4 compares the times in which the
negotiations terminated. Note, that we compare between the
behavior of people and PDAs and not the behavior of EDNs.
The results demonstrate the similarity between people and
PDAs when matched with EDNs. For example, in Figure
3 we can observe that PDAs achieve higher utilities when

matched with the QOAgent as compared to the KBAgent.
The same trend is then observed when people are matched
with both agents.

Conclusions
The importance of designing proficient automated negotia-
tors to negotiate with people and evaluating them cannot be
overstated. Yet, evaluating agents against people is a tire-
some task, due to the cost and time required. In this paper
we presented an extensive systematic experimentation to an-
swer the question whether people can be kept out of the eval-
uation loop when evaluating automated negotiators designed
specifically to negotiate proficiently with people. To do so,
we evaluated several negotiation behavioral parameters in an
extensive set of experiments with people and with peer de-
signed agents. Our results revealed that playing well against
peer designed agents can reflect on the proficiency of the au-
tomated negotiator when matched with people. Moreover,
we showed that while PDAs results with different negoti-
ation outcomes than people, there is a common behavioral
pattern when they are both matched with EDNs.

The three EDNs we used in the study used different
decision-making paradigms (e.g., learning vs. decision-
theory) and were evaluated on different domains, (e.g., com-
plete vs. incomplete information) using hundreds of sub-
jects. At least one of these domains have already been shown
in the past to reflect task settings in the real world (Gal et al.,
2007). The paper shows that on average their performance
is representative of people’s behavior in the following qual-
itative (not quantitative) sense: An EDN that outperforms
PDAs in score will also outperform people in score. We
do not claim that the extent to which an EDN outperforms
PDAs can be used to predict its performance against people.

There are fundamental benefits of using PDAs instead of
people. First, PDAs are accessible 24/7 and can be used
whenever needed. In addition, PDAs are not biased and
thus can be used several times to asses the EDN’s behavior.
Thus, they allow the agent designer to revised and change
her agent with the ability to evaluate each design and com-
pare it to previous designs. Lastly, it allows different EDNs
to be matched on the same set of PDAs and obtain an objec-
tive evaluation of the results.

While people cannot be kept completely out of the evalu-
ation loop, we demonstrated the promise embodied in peer
designed agents for evaluation purposes of automated ne-

while Figure 4 compares the times in which the negotiations
terminated. Note, that we compare between the behavior
of people and PDAs and not the EDNs behavior. The re-
sults demonstrate the similarity between people and PDAs
when matched with EDNs. For example, in Figure 3 we can
observe that PDAs achieve somewhat higher utilities when
matched with the QOAgent as compared to the KBAgent.
The same trend is then observed when people are matched
with both agents.
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Figure 3: Comparing the final utility results of peo-
ple and PDAs when matched with the EDNs.
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Figure 4: Comparing end turns of EDNs’ negotia-
tions when matched with people and PDAs.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The importance of designing proficient automated negotia-
tors to negotiate with people and evaluating them cannot
be overstated. Yet, evaluating agents against people is a
tiresome task, due to the cost and time required. In this pa-
per we presented an extensive systematic experimentation to
answer the question whether people can be kept out of the
evaluation loop when evaluating automated negotiators de-
signed specifically to negotiate proficiently with people. To
do so, we evaluated several negotiation behavioral parame-
ters in an extensive set of experiments with people and with
peer designed agents. In the bottom line, our results reveal
that playing well against peer designed agents can reflect on
the proficiency of the automated negotiator when matched
with people. Moreover, we showed that while PDAs results
with di!erent negotiation outcomes than people, there is a
common behavioral pattern when they are both matched
with EDNs.

There are fundamental benefits of using PDAs instead of
people. First, PDAs are accessible 24/7 and can be used

whenever needed. In addition, PDAs are not biased and
thus can be used several times to asses the EDN’s behavior.
Thus, they allow the agent designer to revised and change
her agent with the ability to evaluate each design and com-
pare it to previous designs. Lastly, it allows di!erent EDNs
to be matched on the same set of PDAs and obtain an ob-
jective evaluation of the results.

While people cannot be kept completely out of the evalua-
tion loop, we demonstrated the promise embodied in peer
designed agents for evaluation purposes of automated ne-
gotiators. Thus, evaluating on peer designed agents could
and should serve as a first extensive attempt to validate the
agent’s proficiency and strategy design before continuing on
to evaluation with people.
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while Figure 4 compares the times in which the negotiations
terminated. Note, that we compare between the behavior
of people and PDAs and not the EDNs behavior. The re-
sults demonstrate the similarity between people and PDAs
when matched with EDNs. For example, in Figure 3 we can
observe that PDAs achieve somewhat higher utilities when
matched with the QOAgent as compared to the KBAgent.
The same trend is then observed when people are matched
with both agents.
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Figure 4: Comparing end turns of EDNs’ negotia-
tions when matched with people and PDAs.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The importance of designing proficient automated negotia-
tors to negotiate with people and evaluating them cannot
be overstated. Yet, evaluating agents against people is a
tiresome task, due to the cost and time required. In this pa-
per we presented an extensive systematic experimentation to
answer the question whether people can be kept out of the
evaluation loop when evaluating automated negotiators de-
signed specifically to negotiate proficiently with people. To
do so, we evaluated several negotiation behavioral parame-
ters in an extensive set of experiments with people and with
peer designed agents. In the bottom line, our results reveal
that playing well against peer designed agents can reflect on
the proficiency of the automated negotiator when matched
with people. Moreover, we showed that while PDAs results
with di!erent negotiation outcomes than people, there is a
common behavioral pattern when they are both matched
with EDNs.

There are fundamental benefits of using PDAs instead of
people. First, PDAs are accessible 24/7 and can be used

whenever needed. In addition, PDAs are not biased and
thus can be used several times to asses the EDN’s behavior.
Thus, they allow the agent designer to revised and change
her agent with the ability to evaluate each design and com-
pare it to previous designs. Lastly, it allows di!erent EDNs
to be matched on the same set of PDAs and obtain an ob-
jective evaluation of the results.

While people cannot be kept completely out of the evalua-
tion loop, we demonstrated the promise embodied in peer
designed agents for evaluation purposes of automated ne-
gotiators. Thus, evaluating on peer designed agents could
and should serve as a first extensive attempt to validate the
agent’s proficiency and strategy design before continuing on
to evaluation with people.
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gotiators. Thus, evaluating on peer designed agents could
and should serve as a first extensive attempt to validate the
agent’s proficiency and strategy design before continuing on
to evaluation with people.

Some of the drawbacks of designing automated negotia-
tors that are capable of negotiating with people stems from
the fact that their evaluation involves people and the cumber-
some task of orchestrating the experiments with people. Per-
haps simplifying this evaluation process could, make the de-
sign of these agents more accessible and cause more agents
to be designed for proficiently negotiating with people.
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